Hot and Cold Therapy
Products for Women

Natural, Drug-Free
Pain Relief for:

Natural,
Drug-Free
Pain Relief

MENSTRUAL PAIN
Drug-free & effective

PREGNANCY
Reduce swelling & discomfort

HOT FLASHES
Beat the heat – Naturally!

MIGRAINES
Hot or cold soothing relief

Thera-Temp® Moist Heat
Cervical Wrap
Moist Heat
deep-penetrating moist heat
therapy during that uncomfortable
time of the month! can be used
to soothe neck tension, too! Has
a comfortable ﬂeece lining.
$34.95

About Our Product Line
created by women just for you, our hot and cold
therapy products for women provides all natural,
drug-free comfort that is essential at all stages of
life. From relaxing moist heat for cramps to cooling
relief for hot ﬂashes, our products are designed to
keep busy women going and to support their full
and healthy lives.
– Jil & Erin

About Polar Products
Polar Products has over 25 years of experience
cooling people in diverse applications, including
industrial safety, construction, emergency services,
athletics and ﬁtness, the military and people with
medical heat-sensitivity. We are proud to manufacture
the most comprehensive and complete line of body
cooling products in the world. our reusable hot and
cold therapy products provide natural, drug-free relief
from pain and are used by hospitals, therapists,
doctors, sports teams, and individuals worldwide!

Thera-Temp® Moist Heat
Eye & Sinus Wrap
Moist Heat
comforting and gentle
moist heat for headaches
and sore eyes.
$18.95
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Fashion Cooling Scarves

Cool Flow® Head Cap System

Roller Ice®

Cold Therapy
Fashionable cooling relief! available with either Kool Max® or soft
Ice® segmented 3" x 18" pack.
Kool Max® provides extended cooling; soft Ice® stays soft and provides about 30 minutes of cooling
therapy. Patterns: Pink, orange,
turquoise, black, blue
$37.35

Cold Therapy
circulating cool water
throughout the cap eases
the pain of migraines.
$359.00

Hot or Cold Therapy
combines the therapeutic beneﬁts of cold therapy and massage
therapy into one effective tool.
$34.95

“With the Cool58® Bra Coolers, I feel relief
for nearly an hour. I keep an extra set of
packs with me to change out as needed.
They are small, discreet, and effective!”
Bea in st. louis, Mo

Kool Max® Neck and
Upper Spine Wrap
Women's Fashion
Cooling Vest
Cold Therapy
Provides hours of cooling relief,
includes 5 Kool Max® cooling
packs. colors: Pink, light Blue,
Khaki, Black. sizes: s - 4Xl
$135.25 - $156.45

“I’m a food server. I wear the black fashion
cooling vest to work instead of my uniform
vest and it's amazing. I feel refreshed and
ready to go all day and night. ”

Soft Ice® Cooling Pillowcase

Cool58® Bra Coolers (pair)

Cold Therapy
soft comfortable cooling for
the head & neck.
color: White
sizes: Queen/King
$26.00

Cold Therapy
cooling at 58 degrees in
just the right places.
color: Blue
$36.00

Kool Max® Cooling Ankle
& Foot Wraps (pair)

Migraine and Headache
Pain Relief Kit

Cold Therapy
Plush wrap helps relieve ankle and
foot swelling and pain.
colors: Black, Khaki
$39.50

Cold and Moist Heat Therapy
combines both cold therapy and
moist heat for the neck and head
for soothing relief.
$44.50

Cold Therapy
Wrap provides effective cold
therapy for the neck and
upper spine.
colors: Black, Khaki
$36.95

Cooling Seat Cushion with
Kool Max® Packs
Cold Therapy
Hours of portable cooling relief for
your chair or vehicle.
color: Black
$54.50

laura in New Jersey

DRUG-FREE RELIEF FOR:

Deluxe Cooling Neck Wrap
Cold Therapy
Effective and attractive cooling
relief! available with either Kool
Max® or soft Ice® segmented
3" x 18" pack. Kool Max®
provides extended cooling;
soft Ice® stays soft and
provides about 30 minutes
of cooling therapy.
$31.00

Soft Ice® Cooling Head Band
“I cannot believe Polar's Deluxe Cooling
Neck Wraps are not on "must-have" lists for
pregnant women. I can't imagine going
through pregnancy without it.”
rachael in chicago, Il

Cold Therapy
soothing and effective cold
therapy for the head
$16.95

MENSTRUAL PAIN
PREGNANCY
HOT FLASHES
MIGRAINES

